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Student Spotlight - New Student Orientation

Student Profiles

For all incoming students, please fill out the student profile as part of our initiative to help all of you get to know each other. The template was emailed to students (or in the Modules on Canvas), and should be uploaded on the GPHAP Canvas Site. Returning students only need to submit a profile if they would like to update their previous information or if you haven't completed one yet.

Canvas Site

The GPHAP Canvas site is the place where we store GPHAP documents, and is where you will upload your co-curricular write-ups. New students should have been added last week. If you have trouble accessing Canvas please contact Laura Botwinick.

GPHAP co-curriculars

All events listed in the Weekly Digest count as GPHAP co-curriculars unless noted otherwise.
Welcome to the new GPHAP class! New Student Orientation was held today. This Fall we welcome 43 new students: 13 Booth, 14 SSA, 15 SSA, and 1 Divinity student. Applications are still open for Law Students, and Pritzker students on the Global Health track apply in February. The Student Roster is available on the GPHAP Canvas site. A big congratulations to the new Brown Fellows: Vanessa Li (Harris), Victoria Shao (Booth), and Alexandra Wilson (SSA)!

Thank you to the second-year Squad Leaders: Allison Collins (Harris), Sarah Gaskell (Law), Brian Goodell (Law), Sol Lee (Harris), Dustin Shung (Booth), Ariadne Souroutzidis (Booth), Samantha Steinmetz (SSA), and Kris Vallencillo (Harris). Squad Leaders will reach out to schedule meetings with each squad.
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University of Chicago Center for Global Health (CGH) Open House

The University of Chicago Center for Global Health (CGH) is holding an Open House Meet & Greet for GPHAP students on Monday, October 14 from 5:00 – 7:00 pm.

Come meet CGH leader Drs. Funmi and Sola Olopade, and staff of the CGH. Mingle with other GPHAP students interested in global health. Learn about opportunities in global health at the University of Chicago. Dinner will be provided. This event counts as a GPHAP co-curricular if you write up the reflection.

This casual gathering will be held at the CGH conference room, G-115. Your hosts for this dinner are Bona Dzekem and Absera Melaku, Bona is a recent alum of GPHAP, He is a physician from Cameroon, a Harris alum, and an Obama Foundation Scholar. Absera is Program Manager for the Center for Global Health. She has a master’s degree in Medical Anthropology and in Public Health and is a 2019 Emerging Leader with the Chicago Council on Global Affairs. Please contact Bona or Absera if you have questions about this event.

Please RSVP HERE so we have an accurate count for dinner.
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Transforming Suicide: Prevention, Care, Research, and Policy Symposium

The Center for Chronic Disease Research and Policy (CDRP) at the University of Chicago presents the Seventh Annual Research Symposium and Poster Session on October 22, 2019. The symposium and poster session will be held at the Knapp Center for Biomedical Discovery on the campus of the University of Chicago.

This year’s topic: Transforming Suicide: Prevention, Care, Research, and Policy

Abstracts will be accepted through October 11, 2019 at 5:00 pm CDT. Abstracts submitted to research conferences over the last year are welcome, as well as works in progress. First authors will receive a decision notification via email on or before October 17, 2019. Authors may submit more than one abstract. For any students interested in submitting an abstract please follow these instructions.

Please register via Eventbrite: https://bit.ly/33hs0jZ
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Upcoming Events

Friday, November 15 Chicago Booth Healthcare Conference
Mark your calendar for the 18th Annual Chicago Booth Healthcare Conference. The conference will be held on Friday, November 15, 2019 from 8:00 am – 4:00 pm. It will be held at the University Club of Chicago (76 E. Monroe Street). The conference starts at 9 am., and there is a Networking Reception and Start-up Fair from 2:30 – 4 pm.

GPHAP is a co-sponsor of the conference, and has 25 tickets for GPHAP students. Ticket holders will be able to attend the conference for free. We are holding a lottery for those
Starting Oct 8, 2019: Autumn 2019 Michael M. Davis Lectures

Each academic semester, the Center for Health Administration Studies (CHAS) sponsors the Michael M. Davis Lecture Series to create a venue for renowned policy experts, researchers and commentators to explore the intersection of health policy and the broad needs of vulnerable and disadvantaged populations. Presentation content now provided with increased accessibility, including in person or via webinar for each Livestreamed lecture.

First Lecture Oct 8: "Medicaid Expansion and the Future of the Affordable Care Act"
John Z. Ayanian (view profile)
Alice Hamilton Distinguished University Professor of Medicine and Healthcare Policy
Director, Institute for Healthcare Policy and Innovation
Ford School of Public Policy
University of Michigan
REGISTER

Full list of upcoming Michael M. Davis Lectures located here. October 15 lecture still to be announced.

Continuing Wednesday, Oct. 16, 2019:
2019-20 MacLean Center Lecture Series: The Present and Future of the Doctor-Patient Relationship

Co-sponsored by the MacLean Center for Clinical Medical Ethics, the Center for Health and Social Sciences (CHeSS), and the Bucksbaum Institute for Clinical Excellence, this year's lecture series examines whether the doctor-patient relationship will survive the challenges of the 21st century. View the flyer for the entire series here.

Upcoming Lectures:
October 16, 2019
The Doctor-Patient Relationship in Pediatrics
John Lantos, MD
Director of Pediatric Bioethics Professor of Pediatrics, University of Missouri-Kansas City School of Medicine; Research Professor of Pediatrics, Kansas University Medical Center

October 23, 2019
Reflections on 60 Years of Doctoring
Roman Desantis, MD
Evelyn and James Jenks and Paul Dudley White Distinguished Professor of Medicine Emeritus Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard University

Billings Hospital Auditorium, P-117
12:00 – 1:30 pm
5841 S Maryland Avenue
Chicago, IL 60637
Register for the lecture here.
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